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W

hen a client calls and makes an
appointment for a pregnancy
test at Clarity, we often know
very little about their circumstances. When
they call, our receptionist tries to find out
what she can about what the client is
hoping to get out of the appointment, but
we don’t really know what’s going on until
they get there.

At Clarity that day, Patria was able to talk Patria said, “when she left that day we
to Lauren about what being a single mom weren’t done with her. She wouldn’t be
would look like and let her know what
alone because she had Clarity.”
Clarity could offer to help. She also was
able to share with her accurate and true
Lauren left her appointment that day still
information about abortion. To which
unsure and scared. But because of the
Lauren responded, “that’s really how the
encouragement she received from Patria,
procedure works?” Patria shared with her she went home knowing that she was going
the absolute truth of abortion, the physical to be a mother and Clarity would help her
side effects, possible complications, and
figure out how to do it.
That was the case with Lauren*. Lauren
clinically proven emotional effects. She
didn’t exaggerate or try to scare her, she
Since that day, Lauren has joined our Aspire
came in for a standard pregnancy test
appointment and to find out her options if gave her the facts. When Lauren heard the program and is excited to be a mom. She
facts she decided she couldn’t go through recently texted the office to let them know
and when that test revealed she was
with an abortion. “I gave her actual facts,
that she’s getting ready to find out the
pregnant. One of our staff nurses, Patria,
and the facts were enough for her to
gender, she and the father of the baby are
met with Lauren that day. She performed
both excited and working on their
the pregnancy test, which was positive, and choose life,” Patria said.
relationship, and her employer has been
then had a chance to find out what was
supportive.
going on in Lauren’s life. Lauren wasn’t in a The biggest reason Lauren was even
good place, which made her think abortion considering abortion was the fear of doing
it all alone. Patria was able to share with
We praise God for the opportunity to walk
was probably her best option. Her
relationship with the father of her baby was her what Clarity could offer through Aspire, with Lauren during her pregnancy and make
new and she was at the tail end of a messy mentoring, material resources, community sure she knows she’s never alone.
relationship with an ex. She was also
referrals and support. “I made sure
working on moving up at work and a baby she knew that Clarity would *the name was changed to protect the
client’s privacy
was going to complicate everything. She’d
be
there
the
whole
time
,”
looked into abortion a little and
it didn’t seem too bad. Maybe
that was her best choice after
From
Executive Director,
all. What if her boyfriend
Clarity Solutions
the Director
decided he didn’t want to be a
OVID-19 has turned our world upside down, and yet some things still
father, she was living with him,
remain. Like the black and white fuzzy ultrasound screen that shows a 7
where would she go? What if
week heartbeat, beating strong. Or the way babies still need diapers
work decided she wasn’t as
and wipes and formula. The calls coming in from scared women not sure what to
do when the stick turned pink did not seem to be phased by a global pandemic valuable if she was pregnant?
“I really felt compassion for her
whole situation,” Patria said,

“she felt broken
and unwanted.”

C

Laura Dickinson

they just kept ringing. These times have allowed me to see, now more than ever,
how truly essential Clarity is to our community. Women unsure about their
pregnancy decision, or how to parent, come to us every day in need of help,
empowerment, and hope, and that has not changed in the midst of quarantine.
As the state seeks to re-open, Clarity has remained so. And we will keep being
here, with your help, as long as there are babies on screens, and diapers that
are needed, and calls coming in, right here in our community. Thank you.

Give safely and securely online ANYTIME at www.supportclarity.org/donate

New Client
Marketing
Strategies

Our client marketing
posts might look
different, but here’s why
we’re doing it…

H

ere at Clarity, we are burdened to reach
more abortion-minded clients in our
community. This means reaching the men
and women who believe that abortion
is their only option and are actively searching for
information on how to make that choice a reality.
These days, you can find information in all kinds of
ways - ads at the movie theater (we have an ad
there), billboards (we have one in Meade county),
but they - and probably you too - search for
information primarily through one source: the
internet. In a step of faith before COVID-19,
Clarity hired a Client Marketing Coordinator to
help us reach these potential clients wherever they
might be (at the movies, driving on the highway, or
online.)
However, with that more pointed effort will bring a slight shift in wording. For
example, it will force us to shift slightly more medical in our approach online, using
phrases that are always truthful in what we do and do not provide, but that would
also be something a girl seeking an abortion would click on and explore on our
site. For example, using #abortion is how some people will search for information
about an abortion, and is also how someone could find us -- what we want. Doing
things like this is not a new effort, but a more razor-sharp focus for us as a center
specifically, with the goal of serving more truly abortion-minded clients, not just
those vulnerable to making that decision.
Because we have a fair number of supporters on what is actually our client-facing
Facebook page (@ClarityKY) or seeing posts from our client-facing website
(clarityky.com), for example, I wanted to make sure that you understood that we
will always remain true to who Clarity is as an organization, and true to our
services; we will always stay above board and never coerce or manipulate
information in any way. But we do want to be 'wise as serpents' in this new, hyper
tech-savvy environment where women can literally go online and buy the abortion
pill directly, and in a state where Planned Parenthood is gearing up to offer
abortions. We have to meet these potential clients where they're at, with
information they need, and online where they are. These are the new weapons in
this intense spiritual battle and the warfare needs, we are finding, more
sophisticated tactics.
We need your prayers. Clarity exists to stop abortion and save lives. Undoubtedly,
this is why you give your time and treasure to us. We need to get in front of those
we exist for, in ways that are relevant to them, and we feel this new messaging will
do that. Please reach out to us if you have any questions or concerns. Together for
Life!

C

larity’s first-ever virtual fundraising
event went off without a hitch on
Tuesday, April 28th. Since it first went live,
more than 4,000 people have watched the
simulcast. The video (which you can
still view on ClarityLive.org) shared
the exciting news of Clarity’s plans to open
a maternity home, an incredible client
testimony, and the amazing life story of our
keynote speaker Steventhen Holland. We
are so grateful for all those that have
watched and all those that have given.
Unfortunately, we have not yet reached
our fundraising goal for the event. In order
to meet this year’s budget for 2020, this
event needed to raise $205,000. We’re not
quite there yet! If you’re able to give, or
maybe even give a little more, your gifts
would go directly towards saving lives and
strengthening families. Every penny raised
changes lives.
You can give online at ClarityLive.org, text
the word THRIVE to (833) 328-9248 and
follow the prompts given, or mail or drop
off a check at 116 E. Memorial Drive,
Elizabethtown, KY 42701. A giving form for
physical donation can also be downloaded
at ClarityLive.org.
As always, thank you for being a Clarity
supporter. We are so incredibly grateful for
your partnership!

The Endow KY Tax Credit allows donors to receive not just a
charitable deduction, but also a credit against your Kentucky
income taxes. The credit is 20% of your gift, up to $10,000.
This means the maximum an individual can give is
$50,000, which would allow for a $10,000 tax credit.
You can give to Clarity’s Endowment Fund through The
Central Kentucky Community Foundation. Individuals must apply for the credit
before making their gift, and applications are due on July 1, 2020. For more information, contact
Maegan Bennett at maegan@clarityky.com or CKCF at info@ckcf4people.org.

